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Hari Om. 

 

ELCOME BACK-strange times indeed. It has been a time of change and 

for me personally almost everything changed in March 2020, from being a 

busy Yoga teacher with up to 25 classes per week all scattered around 

Dublin city to NOTHING within 1 week all my classes were suspended. I did not 

panic and fortunately I had worked a month in advance in some places, so I had 

some revenue coming in for the next month which gave me time to figure things out. 

My only knowledge of the word ZOOM was the Commodores song from the 80s but 

it is now my new best friend we spend hours together these days I have even figured 

out the virtual background and gave a class the other day from the Golden Gate 

Bridge, next week we are off to the Alps. 

The government here were good in offering grants to small businesses like mine. I 

applied for 1 to upgrade my website and improve my presence online. I have a tutor 

come to my house 1 hour a week to help me gain confidence on a computer and to 

guide me through using the internet, as you may have guessed I am not that great 

with IT but I want to learn. So I am now starting to think maybe I wont go back to the 

driving and eating lunch in my car, I think there is an opportunity here to reach even 

beyond the confines of our cities and attract people to our classes from all over. 

From a business point of view, it makes good sense, once I began to set up my 

online classes the numbers grew quite quickly some of my private work were online 

for classes also. From the student’s viewpoint there are benefits to doing a class at 

home, one woman commented the other night after a Yoga Nidra class that she was 

delighted she didn’t have to drive home, there is so much more privacy in an online 

class too. I am enjoying it now and looking forward to the upgrade on my website 

and I hope to find continued growth with the online yoga. 

Great news about Sangha 2021 when I saw the photo of the swimming pool in 

Spectrum I tried to book my place but “too early” and a great article on our new best 

friend ZOOMWORLD ADVENTURES,  check it out it is full of good information. I was 

very pleased this week to receive an email from the amazing Katherine inviting me 

back to teach at Sangha 2021 it made my day and I have some different ideas about 

what I want to teach so stay tuned. 

I hope everybody is well and keeping positive in these strange times.  

WELCOME BACK 
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Meet our Overseas Members 
 

EVEN AFTER FIFTY YEARS 

BWY Member: Mary Hawn 

Manitoba, Canada 

Gratitude, and what I hold to 

be true. 

These come to my mind as I, like 

all of us, take steps down the 

path whose sign reads “The 

Times In 

Which We Live.” But gratitude 

and what I hold to be true are not 

the first things that come to my 

mind. These arrive, quiet-voiced, when the clamour of angst has agreed to settle 

down, at least for a while. 

I curl up on my mat and roll from side to side - massaging out the kinks, trying to find 

my backbone, literally and figuratively. Sometimes this is called Jhulana 

Lurhakanasana. Presently, I think it is called ‘the best I can do for now.’ 

Little by little, I begin Vatnyasana, and remember with gratitude, the teaching of Pam 

Horton in my BWY distance training. From there I continue through various asana 

that my body invites. Nothing extreme - just gently coaxing myself into another day, 

for which I am grateful. I think of how many have not been given another day, and of 

all those working valiantly to gift another day to those who are ill. 

My mat is my friend. It speaks to my heart, and it hears my inner thoughts. It 

encourages and fortifies me. I move into Adho Mukha Shavasana, finding one foot 

and then the other as I walk, then both feet as I hold, or should I say, as the asana 

holds me. 

Further down the path, I find my way into Vriksasana, looking for balance and 

sometimes finding it. I think of trees as mine sways. I think of the breath which they 

enable, and of the shade which they provide. I think of the shadows that are cast 

beyond them. 

I know that it is late in the day, and late in the season, at which time shadows are the 

longest. And I know that the shadow of my life-tree is getting longer. 

The shadow of my life-tree is getting longer, and I am still responsible for the shape 

in which it is cast. I am grateful to remember that shadows are ultimately encircled by 

light. 
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The light that has beckoned me to the morning and to the mat, now beckons me to 

the Light which casts the shadow. I hold to be true that ‘the light shines out in the 

darkness, and the darkness will never overcome it.’ 

Namaste. 

Mary Hawn 

 

BWY Member: Timothy McCall 

USA 

Timothy McCall, MD is a board-certified physician specializing 

in internal medicine,  and the author of three books, Examining 

Your Doctor: A Patient's Guide to Avoiding Harmful Medical 

Care (Citadel Press); Yoga as Medicine: The Yogic 

Prescription for Health and Healing (Bantam); and his latest, 

Saving My Neck: A Doctor's East/West Journey Through 

Cancer (Whole World Publishing). He is co-editor of the first 

medical textbook on yoga therapy,  The Principles and Practice 

of Yoga in Health Care (Handspring Publishing, 2016). He 

practiced medicine for more than 10 years in the Boston area before devoting 

himself full-time to investigating and teaching yoga therapy. Certified as a yoga 

therapist by the International Association of Yoga Therapists, he is the 

Founder/Director of Yoga As Medicine Seminars and Teacher Trainings and, until 

2016, co-directed a yoga therapy centre just outside of New York City.  

 

Hi Everyone, 

 
Greetings from Vermont!  
 
I’d really been looking forward to teaching in London this summer, but due to Covid-
19 those trainings have been cancelled (or at the very least postponed). Instead, like 
many of you, I’ve had to switch to working online. In fact, I’m about to teach a 
livestream workshop at TriYoga on improving immune function in a few days, though 
it will likely already have run by the time you read this. I’m likely to do more programs 
for them. Meanwhile, Yoga Campus, The Minded Institute and I are working on a 
program of mine they’ll host on dysfunctional breathing, likely running in August. 
 
My recent focus on the immune system and breathing is part of my response to 
Covid-19. Even my YouTube channel Ask the Yoga Doctor has been infected with 
the virus! Most of my recent videos deal with various aspects of how to respond to 
the pandemic. Like many of you, I’m still pretty much staying home as much as 
possible. I’m keeping busy, though, working on a couple of books, designing new 
online courses and growing as much food as I can in my backyard and in window 
pots.  

http://www.drmccall.com/examining-your-doctor.html
http://www.drmccall.com/examining-your-doctor.html
http://www.drmccall.com/examining-your-doctor.html
http://amzn.to/1Tr8oSo
http://amzn.to/1Tr8oSo
https://amzn.to/2SBGCtr
https://amzn.to/2SBGCtr
http://amzn.to/1Tza7Zq
http://amzn.to/1Tza7Zq
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Luckily, my health and the health of my loved ones has been excellent this whole 
time. I did get a bad sore throat the day after I returned from India in mid-March that 
might have been Covid-19 but no tests were available so I don’t know for sure. It 
only lasted a few hours and by the next day I was fine. Whatever it was, the quick 
resolution suggests my immune system is working well, likely due to all I’ve done 
since I was treated for cancer three years ago, including cutting out almost all sugar 
and fasting intermittently. 
 
One of the things I’m most excited about in yoga is my work on what I call “holistic 
yoga anatomy.” I’ve discovered that it’s possible to go deep into alignment in asana 
without knowing all the names and attachments of muscles. I learned all that stuff in 
medical school and then went deeper as I studied yoga, but I believe I’ve found a 
better way. It has to do with tuning into the myofascia (the body’s connective tissue), 
aligning the bones with each other in specific patterns, and is deeply grounded in 
slow, subtle breath. Two upcoming 4-part series on “Re-Imagining Yoga Anatomy,” 
and “The Vinyasa of Breath,” which explore these themes, will be hosted by studios 
in Vermont and California, though the times are early enough in the day that viewers 
in Britain should be able to attend live (and if not, replays will be available for several 
days thereafter). Details will be posted on my web page DrMcCall.com 
 
In any case, I’ll miss seeing the folks who planned to attend my London workshops 
in person, but I hope some of you might be able to connect with me in one of these 
online events.  
 
 
Resisting Racism in the Spirit of Yoga (from my June 10 email newsletter) 
  
It has been extraordinary to see the overwhelmingly peaceful demonstrations on the 
streets of the US, and around the world. In the wake of the senseless murder at the 
hands of the police of yet another one of our black brothers and sisters, finally the 
majority of Americans have seen enough to believe this is a manifestation of a much 
bigger problem. And a problem that — even in the face of a frightening pandemic — 
people in all walks of life feel simply must be addressed now.  
  
This all strikes me as profoundly yogic. Despite some looting and arson at the 
fringes, the overwhelming majority of the people are gathering in non-violent protest 
in the spirit of Mahatma Gandhi, and the man who modelled his philosophy of non-
violent resistance on Gandhi's: Martin Luther King. 
  
Beyond ahimsa, people are feeling compassion for others less fortunate than 
themselves and want to come together to do something about it — not be driven 
apart. It was moving to see police officers taking a knee with demonstrators. And it 
was deeply reassuring to see the push-back from respected members of the military 
to the efforts to militarize the response to the ongoing protests. 
  
Ultimately, we want to feel compassion for the police, too, who do a difficult and 
dangerous job, but that cannot be an excuse for abuse. We also need to 
acknowledge the many, many officers who do things the right way, but are part of a 
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culture that has tolerated racist attitudes and behaviour for too long. I have hope that 
something meaningful and healing can come of this. 
 
Take good care! 
 
Warm regards, 
 
Timothy 
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Something exciting is happening to Congress 

 

With a new name and a new home........ 

 

Our next annual yoga celebration is set to be the best yet: a fantastic venue, new 

name, extended format, more classes, talks and workshops and a buzzing 

marketplace. 

After a lot of searching for a new venue we found Jury’s Inn at Hinckley 

(www.jurysinns.com/hotels/hinckley-island) 

The event will take place over three days so you can unwind and immerse yourself in 

all things yoga. 

We are delighted that many of the teachers booked for 2020 have asked to come 

back for 2021 and with the extended timetable we can add to this with a greater 

number and variety of teachers. 

Watch out for the outline schedule coming soon with tickets going on sale in the 

Autumn. Information will be posted on our website www.bwy.org.uk , Facebook, 

Yoga Now and in Spectrum. 

 

 

http://www.jurysinns.com/hotels/hinckley-island
http://www.bwy.org.uk/
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Yoga benefits in the ageing population: 

 

 

Older people who had a range of age-related conditions including arthritis and 

dementia showed physical and health related improvements after doing Yoga 

classes, research shows. 

Doing Yoga is an effective way for physically-inactive people aged over 60 years to 

become more mobile, while also improving their mental and social well-being, 

according to research from Northumbria University, Newcastle. 

‘Adapted Yoga to improve physical function and health-related quality of life in 

physically-inactive older adults: A randomised controlled pilot trial’ shows that a 

weekly group-based Yoga programme, adapted for older adults with a broad range 

of age-related diseases or disorders, can lead to improvements in physical function 

and mental health. 

The 3-month research study was conducted at Yorkshire Yoga and Therapy Centre, 

two community centres and a care home in Harrogate, North Yorkshire, with 52 

participants ranging from 63 to 92 years of age.  

The British Wheel of Yoga (BWY) ‘Gentle Years Yoga’ programme was first 

developed by charity Yorkshire Yoga in 2009 to cater specifically for the needs of 

older people with age-related conditions such as osteoarthritis, hypertension, 

dementia, and sensory impairment. 

Research Information: 

Adaptations to more challenging Yoga poses were developed so that older adults 

with physical limitations could safely participate while still reaping the health benefits 

of Yoga. The aim of this recent study with Northumbria University was to confirm 

these benefits among a physically-inactive ageing population. 

The study found the most commonly-cited physical benefits included improved 

mobility, for example improved chair rising, walking ability, improved flexibility and 

reduced pain.  
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Cited mental health benefits included stress-relieving effects, improved mood and a 

reduced frequency of panic attacks. More than 70% of participants said they liked 

the social interaction that the group exercise class provided and many said they had 

developed new friendships. 

Dr Garry Tew, who led the research from Northumbria University’s Department of 

Sport, Exercise and Rehabilitation, said: "There can be several barriers to exercise 

among people aged 60 or more, including personal issues such as pain and 

discomfort, fear of injury, and misconceptions about what’s appropriate. This Yoga 

programme may be appealing because its content is suitable for people with hip or 

knee replacements and long-term health conditions such as osteoporosis and 

cardiovascular disease.  

Yoga is a holistic therapy, which has the potential to produce a range of physical and 

mental benefits. The apparent social benefits of this programme were also very 

interesting, with many participants saying they felt the classes gave them a new 

lease of life and made them feel less isolated.” 

The study is published in BMC Geriatrics and can be accessed using the link: 

http://rdcu.be/tFln 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://rdcu.be/tFln
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We’ve partnered with BWY teacher Hayley Winter, founder of the Institute of Yoga 

Sports Science® to provide our members with a fantastic resource to help support 

your livelihood and your community – online. 

 

BWY members get 30% OFF this 20-Hour Course on How to Teach Yoga 

Online.  

You have lifetime access, study at your own pace, receive Continuing Education 

Credits, access monthly LIVE support sessions, plus much more...  

https://instituteofyogasportscience.mykajabi.com/how-to-teach-yoga-online-BWY 

 

 

Use the coupon code: BWY2020 to receive 

30% off. 

 

 

 

 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Finstituteofyogasportscience.mykajabi.com%2Fhow-to-teach-yoga-online-BWY&data=02%7C01%7Clisa%40bwy.org.uk%7C8f39418af31e45039ddc08d81cc3e3af%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637290974952200121&sdata=pvG7%2Br2pgVH1ZsibhuzjyB7e12F4DXKvoy4IgLuB7UA%3D&reserved=0
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BWY Shop Launch – Ekotex 

 

 

We are thrilled that the shop is now live and can be accessed here 

https://shop.bwy.org.uk/  

The range will be extended over time and has some very favourable discounts (up to 

50% for BWY members). 

You may be familiar with Ekotex our new shop providers. They have a fantastic 

ethical mission and came to Congress in 2019. They are a good fit with our values, 

and this is a big step in a new direction for the BWY. 

Please be aware that they are currently experiencing issues with supply of certain 

products so you may find that in the short-term certain products sell out quickly, but 

this will be rectified before too long.  

Please do have a look at the website and do get in touch if you have any questions. 

We conducted a membership survey about 18 months ago and you mentioned you 

would like to see ethically sourced and BWY branded good and equipment. We have 

listened to you and really hope you like the new shop. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://shop.bwy.org.uk/
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Lisa Sanfilippo, Author 
(Green Tree 2020) 

 
Lisa Sanfilippo is a qualified yoga teacher and psychotherapist. She holds a BSc in 
Sociology from Brown University, and an MSc from the London School of 
Economics. She has worked as a yoga therapist and teacher for 15 years, and trains 
yoga therapists. Her counselling and psychotherapy practice in north London 
includes work within the NHS. 

 
Insomnia is reaching epidemic proportions: more than half of us will suffer from a 
sleep problem during our lifetimes. In this practical, compassionate guide, renowned 
yoga teacher and sleep specialist Lisa Sanfilippo shows how to sweep out sleep 
saboteurs and rest wreckers, putting in place sustainable strategies that will boost 
your energy during the day, and help you access a good night's rest. A unique 
marriage of yoga, psychological insight and neuroscience, Sleep Recovery will give 
you the tools to work with your body and change your sleep – and your life – for the 
better. 
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Jennie Lee, Author 
SPARK CHANGE: 108 Provocative Questions for Spiritual Evolution (Sept. 2020 Sounds True) 

BREATHING LOVE: Meditation in Action 
TRUE YOGA: Practicing with the Yoga Sutras for Happiness and Spiritual Fulfillment 

978-771-4000 
www.jennieleeyogatherapy.com 

Facebook  
Instagram 

 
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jennie Lee is the award-winning author of True Yoga: 

Practicing with the Yoga Sutras for Happiness & Spiritual Fulfillment and Breathing 

Love: Meditation in Action. She is a recognized expert in the fields of yoga therapy 

and spiritual living. As a certified yoga therapist, she has taught classical yoga and 

meditation for more than 20 years, and coached private clients in the practices that 

integrate life spiritually, mentally, emotionally, and physically. Her writing is featured 

regularly in national magazines such as Light of Consciousness and Yoga Therapy 

Today, and online at Yogapedia, Yoga Digest, mindbodygreen, and many more. She 

lives in Hawai’i with her husband and bunnies.  

For more, see jennieleeyogatherapy.com 
 

"...Lee promotes self-inquiry and personal change through  reflective questions in 

this empowering compendium." ―Publishers Weekly    “...Every soul carries a 

cosmic chute waiting to be released when we have the courage to rip the cord of old 

thought, shift into a new perspective, and embrace change,” writes Jennie Lee in her 

new book, SPARK CHANGE: 108 Provocative Questions for Spiritual Evolution 

(Sounds True Hardcover; on sale September 8, 2020). In SPARK CHANGE, Lee 

presents a 12-phase personal inquiry practice that shows readers why internal, 

conscious change is necessary for spiritual evolution and how to achieve it pro-

actively rather than reactively.  

For the last two decades in her yoga therapy practice, Jennie has counseled people 

seeking greater self-awareness as they navigate experiences such as depression, 

grief, and stress. Now, Lee brings her practice home to readers everywhere with the 

modern guide to creating, genuine, internal change through personal inquiry.   

By working through the 108 introspective questions, you will learn to listen to your 

soul and determine what life is calling for you to learn or express. You will discover 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Famzn.to%2F3coO9oA&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301944520&sdata=FJKpcId941xzh8lAmLDiWDWTlfBvgNlNxCdIGlyy4lk%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Famzn.to%2F2sRhHVV&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301954475&sdata=DhsHi%2Ffe2d3JBgh33fGq8I27fXKSZlHnmyWtvT4jrfU%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amazon.com%2Fgp%2Fproduct%2F0738746258%2Fref%3Das_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl%3Fie%3DUTF8%26camp%3D1789%26creative%3D9325%26creativeASIN%3D0738746258%26linkCode%3Das2%26tag%3Djennieleeyoga-20%26linkId%3D3GRGPSJ7QWOZ7DM5&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301954475&sdata=06C5diZyw13KnhlvSk%2FOZ%2F5Bd1OnWSUpPJUiiyTQrRQ%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jennieleeyogatherapy.com%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301964432&sdata=vCVUdBpaEpU%2B3382qsMF4dNVw0JMRJLU7vxL5k%2FOZSM%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2FJennieLeeYogaTherapy.StillnessInMotion%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301964432&sdata=KJXfuDjmUoySkfvI5m7MJX5RE91q80Nv3qnZBQ%2BQLAw%3D&reserved=0
https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Fjennielee_author%2F&data=02%7C01%7Cvickie%40bwy.org.uk%7C1c9850b42a9141d6973708d81e570065%7Ca8b4936da9d54509a83ff512f4928338%7C0%7C0%7C637292706301974387&sdata=9dW7x3EF0UkrUpuyUMv0neOl9vr9Yf0%2BeCZjeWWfNEM%3D&reserved=0
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the importance of getting your inner self to a place that is clear, authentic, and 

spiritually sound before working through any external changes in your work life, 

home life, or relationships. Whether examining the attitudes that hold you back or 

investigating your true purpose, these provocative questions will help you build the 

psychological resilience necessary to accomplish change from the deepest reaches 

of spiritual consciousness in our rapidly evolving world.   

Divided into 12 major themes with 9 questions per section, each question is followed 

by an explanation of significance and instructions for engaging with it. Utilizing these 

inspiring prompts, you will learn to increase your soul awareness and ignite powerful 

change throughout your life.   

Jennie’s questions promote more profound thought, connection, and authenticity. 

Inspired by the source teachings of classical yoga, as taught by spiritual masters, the 

principles of spiritual psychology, and Lee’s own inner journey, SPARK CHANGE 

delves into some of the most enduring questions of psychology, self-improvement, 

and the spiritual path.   

  

 

.   
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A big congratulations to the newly qualified teachers and those who completed their 
modules…  

East Midlands-Fiona Clougher, Katherine York.  

Eastern-Kerrie Bond (pregnancy module), Katrina Julie Canham, Sarah Hurst, 
Justine Sudbury (Yoga Therapy)  

London-Nina Bloomfield, Eileen Cullen (Yoga Therapy) Jules Mackenzie 
(pregnancy module) Mark ruck Becky Tautz (AT) Alex Yates (Pregnancy Module)  

North- Alison Hobson (level 4)  

North West-Leon ball (T) Katy Bett (pregnancy module) Rebecca Heath and Sioned 
Jones (T)  

Overseas-Veronika Lecointe (level 4)  

Scotland-Linda Austin, Christine Hancox, Jacqueline Kiel, Shirley Morrison, 
Caitriona Orr, Linda Robin, Camita Toal and Katie Williams all Level 4  

South West-May Atkinson (pregnancy) and Charlotte Burrell (T)  

 

Congratulations 
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Wales-Gwenith Elias, Suzanne Galnt, Kat Holwill, Richard Huxley, Edward Land, 
Julie Leoni, Amy Mc Guinness, Rachael Mikulskis (pregnancy module) Jennie Owen. 
All new teachers.  

West Midlands-Jon Evans, Helen Evason, Jenifer Louise Gennard, Vilma 
Gulbinaite, Vicki Hughes, Maria Joannou, Judith Morris, Adil Mughal, Gemma 
Murphy, Ayeshea Shenton, Leanne Smith, all new teachers  

Last but not least from  

Yorkshire Lucy Armitage (AT).  

 

The very best of luck to all the above in their endeavors. 

 

 

 

Cormac Lennon, Overseas Editor 
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Our next newsletter will be coming to you in October 2020. 

 

If you would like to contribute your yoga stories, events, recipe’s, book 

reviews, we would like to hear from you….. 

 

Please do email Cormac Lennon, Overseas Editor or Vickie Holman- 

Brown at vickie@bwy.org.uk  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:vickie@bwy.org.uk
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BWY Contact Details 

 

 

Cormac Lennon 

Overseas Editor 

vyomanada@gmail.com 

 

Michele Misgalla & Sarah Ann Hallett 

NEC Regional Representatives 

ROrep1@bwy.org.uk 

ROrep2@bwy.org.uk 

 

Dawn Wesselby 

BWY Chair 

chair@bwy.org.uk 

 

Gillian Osborne 

BWY Vice Chair 

Vicechair@bwy.org.uk 

 

 

Safeguarding and Diversity/Child Protection Officer 

Rebecca Morris 

safeguarding@bwy.org.uk 

07738 946320 

 

BWY Central Office 

General enquiries: 

Office@bwy.org.uk 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/britishwheelofyoga 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:vyomanada@gmail.com
mailto:ROrep1@bwy.org.uk
mailto:ROrep2@bwy.org.uk
mailto:chair@bwy.org.uk
mailto:Vicechair@bwy.org.uk
mailto:safeguarding@bwy.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/britishwheelofyoga
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